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She Talks to the Animals: Lynn McKenzie, Animal Intuitive
by Karen Reider (as featured in Four Corners Magazine in November 2002)

If you’re reading this article, chances are you love animals. If you love them, odds are you have one
or two. And if you have them, you’ve been faced with problems that traditional medicine has not
resolved. And what about those bewildering issues, like your cat peeing everywhere but in the litter
box? Some of us have lost a beloved pet and were left with the added pain of wondering what
became of them. Or, perhaps you’ve gotten a dog or cat from the Humane Society and behavior
problems have left you wondering just what happened to them to create their fear or hostility.
How many times have you said, “If only they could talk”? Well, they do. It’s simply a matter of listening
and understanding what they are trying to let us know.
Animal lovers are always talking to their pets and certainly many of us have the distinct feeling that
our pets understand what we say. The people who treat their dogs like “it’s just a dog,” and believe
that animals don’t have feelings, might argue this. But then, they may not be the ones reading this
article. Nor are they likely to seek out the help of animal intuitive, Lynn McKenzie.
A recent interview with McKenzie shed light on how, for people who love their furry family members,
she can be a lifesaver.
McKenzie, originally from Canada, has spent many years in several alternative health fields. From
kinesiology to dowsing, she has adapted a style of healing she refers to as “energy acupuncture.”
Working initially with people, McKenzie found her true calling with animals when she adopted a young
Lab puppy over nine years ago.
McKenzie and Jiggs were deeply bonded from the start. Just two weeks after adopting him, Jiggs got
horribly sick. Visit after visit to a vet, drug after drug; nothing seemed to help. $1,100 later, McKenzie
began looking for alternative methods to treat him. At that time, there wasn’t a lot of alternative care
available. She started by asking her chiropractor to do an adjustment on the dog. Reluctant at first, he
finally agreed and McKenzie saw improvement. Finding a holistic veterinarian encouraged her further.
At one point, it occurred to her to try the body alignment process she had been using on her clients.
Jiggs responded instantly and his health returned. McKenzie believes Jiggs came into her life to
guide her to work with animals. Evidently Jiggs agrees, as he began barking loudly and wagging his
tail when she told me this story. Shortly after, McKenzie took a course in animal communication,
where the transfer of her skills was solidified.
While attending the workshop, she had a powerful connection with the spirit of Lucero, an Andalusian
Stallion, who, at that time, was still in the physical realm. McKenzie described Lucero as “a very wise
being likened to an Ascended Master of the equine world.” Lucero has guided McKenzie to use her
healing talents and psychic abilities for the good of both the animal kingdom and humankind.
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McKenzie combines her life-long love for, and impressive connection to, animals with her passion and
gifts for healing and counseling, creating outstanding results as an Animal Intuitive. A session with
McKenzie will awaken you to the wonders and limitless possibilities available to you and your animal
companion. Sessions can be fun and informative and provide healing and better understanding of
your animal on physical, behavioral, emotional and spiritual levels. Lynn currently has clients in
Canada, the U.S. and abroad.
Interestingly, she doesn’t need to be with the animal to do a reading. In fact she prefers not to be. In
their home, she finds there are often many distractions and it can be harder to read the animal. She
likes having a photo of the animal she can look at as she meditates in her own home, connecting with
the pet without any distractions. McKenzie said she is able to solve a problem without even knowing
specifically what the problem is. Speaking to the soul of the animal allows her to get right to the
source and get very clear and concise information.
McKenzie has worked on many different kinds of animals and on the pets of fellow Animal Intuits as
well. She tells me that we’re often just too close to our own animal companions to know the truth.
McKenzie is developing an online and Tele-class training in Animal Energy Healing and Animal
Communication that she plans to have ready early this year. She also offers mentoring for newer
Animal Communicators/Healers. And, she continues to work with people as well because, “it is very
important at this time.”
McKenzie has appeared on TV, radio and was interviewed by the Toronto Star, a very conservative
paper in Canada. She believes that this is one of the many signs of our changing times and people’s
receptiveness to this kind of work. Newspapers in five other cities throughout Canada picked up the
article and ran it. McKenzie was getting calls from all over!
She moved to Sedona five years ago, when spirit demanded she do so. McKenzie was guided here
for vacation and then given sign after sign, pushing her, until she returned. She loves Sedona and is
grateful for how well she has been received here.
She is available for, and encourages, speaking engagements in an effort to ‘spread the word to as
many people as possible and help deepen our connection with the animal kingdom’. McKenzie
believes that “the animals are trying to show us the oneness of all.” She will also travel to other areas
for workshops if enough people are interested.
McKenzie is also a certified spiritual psychotherapist and subtle energy worker, and has studied many
healing modalities including: animal aromatherapy, body alignment technique, crystal therapy,
kinesiology, channeling, animal nutrition, color therapy, essential oils, flower essences and dowsing.
Through the extensive use of these modalities, and continued personal growth and clearing,
McKenzie continues to develop and hone her psychic abilities.
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CLICK HERE NOW TO SIGN UP FOR LYNN’S
FREE Animal Communication and Healing Masterclass!
“I just listened to your Animal Communication and Healing Masterclass webinar. You and the subject
matter are so awesome and absolutely blew me away! I so want to learn from you! It would be my honor and
joy! I am so very excited!” ~ Deborah Rossum M.A

About Lynn McKenzie
Lynn McKenzie is an internationally-acclaimed leader in
animal communication, psychic and energy mastery.
She is a highly sought-after speaker, whose passion lies
in awakening others to their Divine Gifts, Power, and
Mission. Teaching others to attune and awaken to the
teachings and wonder that all sentient beings wish to
share is another of her true passions.
With over 31,000 clients spanning more than 52
countries, Lynn’s signature programs include Animal
Energy®, Clairvoyance Mastery™, Psychic Development
Mentoring™, Money Manifestation Acceleration ,
Healing and Understanding Your Animal Companions
Through the Chakras™ and The Chakra Healing, Clearing
and Attunement Intensive™. Her client list includes
leaders and celebrities in the intuitive, coaching and
business worlds.
As seen on

In keeping with her goal to awaken others to the Divine wisdom the animals wish to
share, and the psychic, intuitive and healing gifts they bring to humanity, Lynn is
available for and encourages TV and radio appearances, speaking engagements and
writing assignments.
To book Lynn

Please call us at 549-402-0043 ext. 8643
Or email us at clientcare@lynnmckenzie.com
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